
DeepBlue 3.0 products are transported in containers. Compared with 
158/166-size silicon wafers, the load wattage of products with 182mm x 
182mm silicon wafers is 10-20% higher per container, which reduces trans-
portation costs. From perspectives of transportation safety, cost and conve-
nience, the current mainstream vertical packaging is adopted for DeepBlue 
3.0 modules, which allows up to one layer of stacking with a space margin of 
100mm. This kind of packaging makes for the loading and unloading of con-
tainers, maximizes the use of carrier space, and reduces the cost of transpor-
tation, highlighting the core of size design for DeepBlue 3.0 modules.

Low-cost logistics and transportation4.5

In the early stage of design of DeepBlue 3.0 modules, JA Solar Technology 
has comprehensively evaluated the compatibility of the modules with invert-
ers. DeepBlue 3.0 modules are perfectly compatible with central inverters 
and string inverters. DeepBlue 3.0 modules are designed based on 182mm 
silicon wafers and can work at a current of around 13A, which is higher than 
the current for PV modules based on M2 and G1 size wafers. For central in-
verters, the inverter fuses, switches and other components can be upgraded 
to achieve perfect compatibility with 182mm modules; for string inverters, 
perfect compatibility can be achieved with 182mm modules when the power 
generation gain of bifacial modules reaches 15%, even without considering 

System compatibility4.6

IEC TS 62941:2016Terrestrial
photovoltaic(PV) modules
Guidelines for increased

confidence in PV module design
qualification and type approval 

ISO 45001:2018
 Occupational Health and

Safety Management Systems

Packaging and transportation of
DeepBlue 3.0 products 

Container loading capacity

Type of
Modules

Total Number
of Modules

（pcs）
Total Power

（KW）

158

166

182

748

620

620

307

285

335
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the DC loss at the module side. According to the development trend of in-
verter technology, the power of both string inverters and centralized invert-
ers will be gradually increased within a certain range, and the rated current 
will also be adjusted with the working current of modules. 

In addition, DeepBlue 3.0 modules are perfectly compatible with the main-
stream installations such as fixed structures and trackers. For installation of 
fixed structures, the support steel structure can be slightly adjusted in line 
with the changes in module size and weight, and it is easy to extend the 
length or width of fixed support structure. For installation of trackers, the 
tracker manufacturer needs to make recalculation according to the size and 
weight of modules to provide the most cost-effective solution. 

DeepBlue 3.0 modules is designed with an efficiency of up to 21% and excellent 
temperature coefficients, with detailed parameters set out in the table below. 

Maximum power（Pmax）[W]

Maximum power voltage（Vmp）[V]

Maximum power current（Imp）[A]

Open circuit voltage（Voc）[V]

Short-circuit current（Isc）[A]

Module efficiency

Power tolerance

Temperature coefficient of short circuit current（α-Isc）

Temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage（β-Voc）

Temperature coefficient of maximum power（γ-Pmp）

Warranty

Weight（Kg）

electrical parameters at STC
JAM72S30

-545/MR
JAM78S30

-590/GR
JAM72D30

-540/MB
JAM78D30

-585/GB

545

41.8

13.04

49.75

13.93

21.09

28.6

590

44.8

13.17

53.3

13.93

21.10

31.1

540

41.64

12.97

49.6

13.86

20.84

31.6

585

44.56

13.13

53.2

13.88

20.90

33.4

0~+5W

+0.045%/℃

-0.275%/℃

-0.350%/℃

2% in the first year, 
0.55% annual degradation 

over 25 years

2% in the first year, 
0.45% annual degradation 

over 25 years

Main technical parameters of DeepBlue 3.0 series modules

PERFORMANCE 
AND PARAMETERS
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